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(54) Low volume gas distribution assembly for a chemical downstream etch tool

(57) A low-volume gas distribution assembly for a
chemical downstream etch tool includes a focusing col-

iar (32) positioned within a process chamber (10) and
having a depending shroud (27) in close proximity to a

wafer chuck. An apertured gas delivery conduit (28)

rests on channels formed in slanted sides of a central

tube (42) of the focusing collar (32) The apertures (25)

m the gas delivery conduit are patterned and dimen-

sioned to provide substantially uniform distribution of a

process gas over the uoper surface of the workoiece

The centra! tuoe is sealed with a cover plate (34) and
the process chamber is covered with a chamoer lid (24)
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0 teription

The invention relates to plasma processing ana
plasma processing equipment More particularly th in-

vention relates to an apparatus for minimizing effective

volume througn wmch reactive species are delivered to

a workpiece during isotrooic dry etch thereby optimizing

the distribution of the reactive species over the work-

piece

Plasma processing is an essential tool of the sem-
iconductor manufacturing industry Such processing us-

es electromagnetic radiation to dissociate the molecules

of a process gas to generate a plasma and thereby pro-

duce reactive species that are used for such processes

as wafer etching. A plasma may be produced directly

above the surface of the wafer within the process envi-

ronment, or the plasma may be remotely generated in

an applicator and then conducted to the surface of the

wafer Some state of the art plasma applicators com-
prise a tube that is open at least one end. and through

which a process gas is fed The reactrve gas is supplied

from a source and may comprise sucn gases as CF2.

02. N2. CI2. and NF3
The tube also has an area in its side that includes

a waveguide through which a source of electromagnetic

energy may enter to ignite and maintain a plasma within

the tube The source of electromagnetic energy may be

a microwave signal (typically having a frequency of 2 45

GHz). The plasma thus generates reactrve species that

are directed out of an open end of the tube, through a

transport conduit, ano toward the process chamber

The effluent of the plasma is delivered to the proc-

ess chamoer through a gas diffusion date that is tyoi-

cally usea to spread tne reactive scecies for even dis-

tribution within tne process chamber The reactive spe-

cies are directed towards a workpiece typically a sem-

iconductor wafer, anc thence the spent process gas is

exhausted from tne process chamcer througn an ex-

haust pon.

One problem encountered in the prior art is that of

species recombination Reactive soecies that are net

Quickly delivered from the applicator produce a resulting

pressure differential that increases the mtemai pressure

in the region of the process chamber above the gas dif-

fusion piate. thereby promoting recombination and re-

ducing the etch rate

An isotropic etch proceeds eaually m all directions

To maintain etch uniformity ;t is critically important to

provide a uniform distribution of reactive species over

the wafer Prior an gas distribution plates do not entirely

compensate for variations in gas distribution caused by

reactive species concentration and delivery rates tne

volume of the process chamber, and recombination

Thus, in the prior art isotropic dry etch chambers only

minimal progress has been made to reduce residence

time of reactive species during transit to the wafer sur-

face

Typically, there is an ootimal pressure difference be-

tween the mteror and the extenor cJ a gas aeiivery tuoe

that causes a uniform injection of process gas into tne

region of the process chamber proximate to the waler

surface increasing the pressure drop permits mcreas-

5 mgiy equanzed process gas flow -cwever sucn a pres-

sure increase within the gas delivery tuoe increases the

recompination rate of the reactive scecies atoms there-

oy reducing tne etch rate

Tne oiasma generated wumn tne applicator con-
*e tams ions ana electrons as wen as the desired reactive

species Any charged soecies present m the process

gas delivered from the aophcator can produce local var-

iations m the electric field withm tne vacuum process

cnamoer Sucn induced variations m the electric field

'5 may cause oroolems including cnarge-uo damage or

gate oxiae integrity violations, thereby very rapidly de-

grading wafer yields it is thus of critical imponance to

minimize the charged species wumn the plasma, while

directing the desired reactive species to the wafer

20 it would therefore be advantageous to provide a gas
distribution assembly that optimizes the distribution of

reactive species over a wafer during an etch process It

would be a further advantage if such an assembly min-

imized the effective volume througn which the gas is de-
2S hvered while also exniOttmg a minimal pressure differ-

ential across the gas distribution assembly, thereby in-

creasing the e:cr. rate and mmimiz-ng the likelihood of

active species recombination

The invention provides an imoroved low-volume

30 gas cistnbut.on assembly for a chemical downstream
etch tooi A focusing collar has an outer projection di-

mensioned to position tne focus«ng collar within ;he

process cnamcer A shroud depends from the focusinc

collar ana ;s situated m close proximity to a wafer chuck

ihereoy reducing the effective volume through which re-

active species are aeiivered to the workpiece. An aper-

lurec gas aeiivery conduit rests on cnanneis formed m
the toe of the focusing collar The aoenures in the gas

delivery concuil are patterned anc dimensioned to pro-

•o y?de substantially uniform distribution of the reactive

soeces over :he wafer The top of the focusing collar is

seaiec wan a cover piate. arc ;ne vacuum process

cnamoer :s covered with 3 cnamoer ltd

The Slewing is a description of some specific em-
c-oaiments 0: ire invention, reference oemg made to the

accompanying orawings m which -

rig 1 is a sice view of a typical applicator and vac-

uum process chamber with wnoh the invention is

so mtendec to operate

Pig 2 is an exploded perspective view of the iow-

vciume gas distribution assembly according to the

invention

55

Fig. 3a is a side view of a first unsuccessful embod-
iment of the gas distribution conduit according to the

invention

2
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z
-.q 30 »s a top view of the pattern of gas distribution

over a wafer using th gas distribution conduit of

c
<g 3a

c ig 4a is a s*de view of a second unsuccessful em-
oodiment of the gas distribution concuit according

:o the invention

Fig 40 is a top view of the pattern of gas Distribution

over a wafer using the gas attribution conaua of

-ig 4a

rig 5a is a side view of one embodiment of the gas

distribution conduit according to the invention

Pig 5b is a top view of the pattern of gas distribution

over a wafer using the gas distribution conduit of

Fig 5a

^ig 5a is a side view of the presently preferred em-

bodiment of the gas distribution conduit according

•o the invention and

Fig 50 is a top view of the pattern of gas distnoution

over a water usmg the gas distribution conduit of

Fig 5a

The :nventon provides an improved low-volume

gas oistnoution assembly for a chemical downstream

etcn tool Fig i is a side view of a typical aoo'catcr *2

and vacuum process chamber 10 with when the inven-

tor, is intended to operate. In the preferred emooaiment
of tne invention a plasma is remotely generateo m the

aoo^catcr and then conducted to the surtace of a work-

oiece withm the vacuum process chamber !n one em-

cociment of the invention the appiicator is a tube that

s ccen at ?east one end. and through which a orocess

cas *s lee This process gas is typically a flucnne-con-

;aT.ing comDOund It will be readily appreciated by one

sk.iiec m me art that other applicator configurators may
be 'jseo without depanmg from the scope ana so»rit of

tne .nvennon

The tuoe also includes a waveguide through wmch
a source of electromagnetic energy 14 may enter to ig-

nite ana maintain a olasma within the tube In the pre-

ferred embodiment of the invention, the source of elec-

tromagnetic energy :s a microwave signal However, in

alternate embodiments of the invention the source may
comprise an RF signal. The plasma thus generated ;s

Directed out of the ooen end of the tube, through a trans-

port conduit 1
' ana toward the process chamber As

the process gas is soent during wafer processing it is

exhausted from the orocess chamber through an ex-

naust pen 16. for example with a dry blower and/or a

ory vacuum pump and/or a combination thereof 1 3. The

preferred embodiment of the invention operates m a

pressure range of from approximately 300 milliTorr to 3

Torr Alternate embodiments of the invention are adapt-

4

ed for use with different pressure ranges

Fig 2 <s an exploded persp ctiv .view of tne ow-
voiume gas distribution assembly according to the in-

vention The vacuum process chamber 10 is formed of

5 a body 20 having a coaxial liner 22 contained therewith-

m A shelf 36 is radiaily disposed within the liner ana
projects into the cnamber A chamber 1x3 24 seals the

chamber to maintain the vacuum within The workpiece
(not shewn) js supocrtea within the chamber by a wafer

'0 cnuck40

In the preferred emoodiment of the invention tne

applicator is mounted on the side of the chamber ana
delivers reactrve soecies through a port formed m tne

chamber 26 However, m alternate embodiments of the
? 5 invention tne applicator is mounted in other configura-

tions, including vertical and angled placement. The re-

active species enter into the process chamber through

an mtemaify mounted apertured gas delivery conduit 23
Apertures 25 are formed through the side of the conduit

20 that is directed towards the chamber. The gas delivery

conduit is preferably cylindrical in shape However in

other embodiments of the invention the shape of the gas
delivery conduit is readily adapted to the specific oat-

ternmg required to deliver the reactive species effective-

's iy to the workpiece

The gas delivery conduit is structurally supooneo
within the chamber by a focusing collar 32 that has a
central tuoe 42 placed therethrough A ho 46 radially ap-
posed aoout the focusing collar to allow the collar to rest

on the sretf thereoy securely positioning the focusing

collar withm the process chamber. In the preferred em-
bodiment of the invention, the central tube of the focus-

ing collar ras a channel formed therethrough to engage
witn and securely hold the gas aelivery conduit in place

js The channel is dimensioned to oosition the gas delivery

concuit so that ail of the concuit apertures are airecteo

tcwarcs tre c'r.arr.oec

A shroud 27 depends from the focusing collar to

wthin a c;ose proxim.ty of tne wafer chuck. The shroua
-o minimizes tne eft ectfve' volume through wnich the reac-

tive specie s are directed to tne workpiece The acer-

tures 25 in the gas delivery conduit are directed through

the centra! tuoe ana shroud and towards the water

chuck w»tr.«n the orocess cnamber.

At least one cover 34 may be provided to seal tne

central tuce in the preferred embodiment of the inven-

tion two covers are used, one on each side of the gas

delivery conduit. The covers extend to the sides of the

gas delivery concuit and fill in the gap around the pe-

50 nmeter of the focusing collar Covering the focusing cel-

lar defines a smaller volume within the collar than that

of the cnamber The larger the volume through whicn

reactive species pass, the greater the resonance time

of fluorinating atoms in that region, and the greater the

55 recombination of the fluorine. This recombination lowers

the etch rate. Thus, this smaller volume defined by the

focusing collar minimizes the rate of recombination of

the react.ve species thereby increasing the etcn rate of

EP 0 810 630 A2
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(he process

in tne prefe^eo emoodiment of the invention the

central tuoe ol :r.e focusing collar has slanted sides 44

These sianteo sdes further act to minimize the volume
containec withm tne roMar ana through which the gas is

delivered in alternate emocdiments of the invention the

sides of the central tuoe may be bevel d curved or

stepped The focusing coilar thus directs the gas down
to the workpiece as cutckly as possible througn as little

of an effective volume as possible

The focusing coilar ;s spacea as close to the work-

piece as possce in the preferred emboc ?nt of the

.invention, to localize the reactive species ne work*

piece Tne distance oetween the focusing couar and the

workoiece is constrained by the soacmg required to po-

sition or iift the *afer in a manual wafer handling sys-

tem, the focusing coilar :s preferably maintained at a dis-

tance of approximately 1-1/4 to 1-1/2 mche ;om the

top of the wafer chuck, in one embodiment oi ~.e inven-

tion, the focusmg collar makes a seal against >e wafer

chuck The gases are pumped out. for exampr. through

perforations in tne cnuck around the perimeter oi the wa-

fer

The inner c»ameter of the focusing collar is ootimally

iarger man the outer diameter of the workpiece In the

Examples set fern oeiow. the wafer outer diameter is 5

mches ano the :nner aiameter of the focusing collar is

9 5 mcnes

The oarterr zt -gas delivered to the wafer is also sig-

nificantly affecteo cy tne he«gnt of the focusing collar If

the focusing cc;'ar :s :cc snon the gases do : x travel

far encugn to -ave a -.mform flow. A shade v: m the

shaoe of ine gas ceiivery conauit fails on the wafer cre-

ating not spots a :aiier focusing coilar promotes better

mixing of the ras and better potential uniformity of the

gas ficw oown :: the wafer However, such a taller fo-

cusing coilar a s: introduces a iarger effective volume
thereby :ausmg extensive recomomation of the fluorine

and a recucec et:n rate In the preferred emoodiment
of the invention t~e focusing coilar for use with an 3-mcn
wafer is acorc-x ^ateiy - to 5 mcnes tall The reactive

species are the -soy confined as close as possible within

the region of ire /vafer to prevent recombination, but not

so close as to r-e unevenly disolaced

In the prefe'red embodiment of the invention the

chamoer has a r outer diameter of approximately 1 4 to

1 5 mcnes anc =r- inner diameter of approximately 1

3

inches Tne focus.ng collar preferably has a aiameter of

approximately : 2 mcnes. The wafer chuck m such a

chamber is typcaily aoproximateiy 10 inches in diame-

ter However >t <s readily appreciated by one skilled in

the an that the assembly accoramg to the invention is

easily abaoted to differenily-sizea process chambers
and aisocepencs ucon the size of the wafer that is being

processed

It is important that chemical reactions between the

gases and the walls of the applicator and chamber be
aveced It is thought that such chemical reactions pro-

mote recombination erf the atomtc fluorine by two differ-

ent mechanisms in gas phase voium recombination
the fluorine atoms participate in a collision that creates

an F, molecule that * not chemically active m tne etch

5 in surface recombmaion the fluorine atoms aosorb on-

to a surface m an interior can of the chamber When m
tne absorbed state the atoms can also recombme with

one another The encce of coating materials for the in-

vention is therefore is critical Coating with Teflon rM

? a greatly reduces the rate of surface recomomation The
chamoer oody is preferaoiy maae out of aiuminum be-
cause of »!s structural strength The aluminum is coated
with a proonetary Teflon rM coaling known by the trade
name of MAIYNC03>015 produced by Lynn industries

^ of Idaho The coating is clear PPA with a pnmer and has
an overall coating thickness of aoout 0 003 to 0 005
mcnes The focusing collar and covers are also prefer-

ably formed of Teflon-coated aluminum However, other
*

suitable materials may be used without significantly de-
20 parting from the scooe and spirit of the nvention

it is an object of the invention to provide a uniform

distnouton of reactive species over the workpiece The
apertures in the gas delivery conduit according to the

invention are patterned and dimensioned to optimize
25 this gas flow djstnbuon These patterns and dimen-

sions are determined according to the particular dimen-
sions of tne process chamber components, the work-
oiece as well as of tne low -volume gas distribution as-

sembly of the invention

30 in one preferred emoodtmeni of the invention, the

gas delivery conduit is fabricated in accordance with the

desired aperture ocatons and sizes In another equally

oreferred embodiment of the invention a prefaoncated
conauit is acaptec to particular reouirements by sealing

~<s cr drilling aoertures or by modifying the aperture sizes

The shape of the gas delivery conduit is determined
by the materials used A limited number of materials are

available for use m a processing environment In the

preferr-ec embodiment of tne mventicn. the gas aeltvery

*o conduit :s formed of sacohire Synthetic sapphire has
superior punty anc curaoiliry to otner suitable materials

ana is sufficiently cremicaiiy anc thermally resistant to

the downstream gases A single-crystal sapphire tube

;s the preferred snace of the gas delivery conduit How-
^ 5 ever other materials such as ?T=E Teflon rM are ap-

propriate for the gas oenvery conduit A Teflon™ gas de-
liven/ conduit typically nas a greater wall thickness than
the sapphire concutt Thus m alternate embodiments of

the invention, the gas ceiivery conduit has different

so, shapes, such as a shewemead
in the preferred emoodiment of the invention, the

sapphire gas ceiivery concutt is perforated at the bottom
with apertures through whtcn the gases are delivered to

the chamber The sapphire tube oreferaoiy has a diam-
$5 eter of aporoximatery i men The number of apertures

is highly variable, depending on other specific features

of the gas delivery conauit geometny A sapphire gas de-
livery conduit according to the invention typcaily has be-

4
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tween 20 and ifJO ap nures Aperture diameters can
range up lo 3/1 6th of an rch m diameter However in

optimum diam ter range s b tw en aoproxmately 1 to

2 i 4 mcnes

Examples 1- 4 .nciude the results from the experi-

mental use o! several different emoooim nis of the gas
d livery conduit according to the invention A pressure
of 2 5 Tbrr was applied <n alt Examples

EXAMPLE #1

Fig. 3a is a side view of the gas delivery conduit 50
used m a first unsuccessful embodiment, showing the

arrangement of sealed 52 and open 54 apertures Fig

3b is a top view of the resulting gas distribution pattern

56 over a wafer

Hole diameter = 1/4*

E R 2i68 Angstrom/mfnute

UNIF %i Sigma 19 1%

PRESSURE 2 5 Torr

The aperture pattern of this Example produced a
low etch rate of 2168 Angstrom/mm ute. and poor uni-

formity of distribution over the wafer

EXAMPLE #2

Fig 4a is a s<3e view of a seccnc unsuccessful em-
bodiment 5e of the gas delivery conduit according to the

invention Fig 4b is a top view of the cattern of gas dis-

tribution 59 ever a wafer using the cenduu of F,g 4a
Hole diameter = 1/4"

2598 Angstrom/minute

UNIF 0/
0 i Sigma 16 5%

PRESSURE 2 5 Torr

Even wstn extensive taping 52 ar the era of tube
opposite the appicator SO. the etcn .-ate was faster at

that side of the wafer. The oattem of-gas distribution was
agam irregular in this Example.

EXAMPLE #3

Fig. 5a is a side view of one embooiment of the gas
delivery conduit according to the invention A top view
of the pattern of gas distribution over a wafer 61 using
the gas delivery conduit of Fig. 5a is shown in Fig. 5b

Hole diameter = 1/4"

E.R. 2730 Angstrom/minute

UNIF %1 Sigma 8 8 %
PRESSURE 2 5 Torr

The aoertures ot the gas d tivery conduit of this Ex-
amoie were exiens*e<y tapec at the edges 62 of the

conduit This emeooanen! of the invention provided a
more unifom-i canerr o* gas distributor over me wafer

5 64

EXAMPLE # 4

Fig 5a 5 a *oe view of the oresemfy preferred em-
'0 bodimeni o* tne gas oeirvery conduit according to the

invention -ig 5o *s a top view of gas distributed over a
wafer using tne gas delivery conduit of Fig 6a.

Hole Clamper = i - S
"

>5

20

POWER 1400 w
PRESSURE 3 Torr

TEMPERATURE 100*C

NF3 FLOW 412 Seem

C-4 FLOW 324 Seem

02 rLOW 264 Seem

25

2418 Angst rom/'min ute

UNjF =v 3*gma 5.3%

=a.E5Sc«E 2 5 Torr

30

The etcn ra:e o-
4

24i 5 Angstrom/minute is sufficient-

ly hign jnr.e*—ere e:ch uniformity is optimal using the

aperture cane- arc cimensic^s of Fig Sa The aoer-
iures c: re zas ^-.27 concuit of this Examole were

3S extensive v tac-sc a: re central region 54 of the conduit
!

5 3r5 cr zi re gas delivery conduit differs from
the sncwe~eac-cyre structure zt the prior art In the pri-

or an srcAe—eac a cressure cifferer.ee between the
interior arc re ere--r- of the showerr.ead causes a uni-

so form gas
r
c a :~ ac enure to aoerture in the snower-

neac —ere =5,- : \-~ --essurecrop permits increasingly

equaiizec *ew :=e'*een apertures however sucn a
pressure rcrease *-r;n the delivery conduit increases
tne recc^ctr-s'.or. -a:e of the fluorine atoms thereby re-

45 ducmg tre etc.- -ate However a shewemead-shaped
embcome-i :' re ;«as delivery conduit according to the

invert on -e.-es cr ^r.imzing tne pressure differential

to proves a „r "err gas flow distribution over the water
The ape^-re eanem and dimensions m the gas delivery

50 conauit accorc—g i-z re invention are deliberately tai-

lored *c Zi-ec: re ;ases over the wafer m an optimized,
uniforr "*cw *r re minimum internal pressure possi-
ble m tne tuce

A.l^C'-cn re rver.tion is described herein with ref-

55 erence re : referee embooiment. one skilled in the
art wiii reacuy arcrecate that other applications may be
substitutes -rose set forth herein without departing
from the sc<*.: arc scooe of the present invention. Ac-

5NSOOCIO- <£ p oev:«30A2>
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9 EP 0 810 630 A2 10

coraingiy the invention should only &e limned oy the

Claims mciuoed below

Claim*

1
.

An apoaratus for distributing a orocess gas within a
process chamber comprising

a delivery conduit having a pattern of apertures

formed therethrough for delivering said process

gas from an applicator to said process cham-
ber wherein said apertures are patterned and
dimensioned to provide substantially uniform

distribution of said process gas across an upper

surface of a workpiece within said process
chamber;

a focusing collar having a central tube project-

ing therethrough, said collar adapted to engage
with said delivery conduit. sa<J focusing collar

including a shroud adapted to confine said

process gas to within a cicse proximity of said

workpiece upper surface

at least one cover for sealing said central tube

of said focusing collar and

means for positioning sato focusing collar with-

in said process chamber,

wherem said process gas is directed from said

gas delivery conduit to said workpiece

2. The apparatus of Claim * wnerem said delivery

conduit composes a process gas oeirvery tube hav-
ing a central aceri^e definec 'herethrougn

3. The apparatus of Claim 2 wn erem said process 'gas

delivery tuoe is made of sacpnsre

4. The apparatus of Claim 2 wnerem said central ac-

erture nas a diameter of approximately i men

5. The apcaratus of Ciaim * wnerem said snrouc is

larger m diameter man saic workpiece

6. The apparatus of Claim i wherein said orocess
cnamber is made or Teflon rM -coated aluminum

7. The apparatus of Claim i wherem said focusmg
coilar is made of Teflon rM -coated aiummum

8. The apparatus of Claim 1 wherein said at least one
cover ts made of Teflon™ -coateo aluminum

9. The apparatus of Claim 1 wherein said means for

positioning said focusing collar further comprises

a shelf adapted to be radially disposed within

said process chamber, and

a lip radially disposed about said focusmg col-

lar said lip resting on said sheit

10. The apparatus of Claim 9 wherem said ito has a
diamet r of approximately 10 inches

11. The apparatus o( Claim 1 wherem said central tuoe
has slanted sid s to minimize the volume through
which said process gas is delivered

'0 12. The apparatus Claim n wherem said slanted sides
have a channel formed therethrough to receive and
support said delrvery conduit.

1 3. The apparatus of Claim 1 further comprising a liner
,5 dimensioned for coaxal insertion within said proc-

ess chamber wherein said liner said focusing col-

lar, and said cover comprise a unitary machined as-
sembly

20 1 4. An apparatus for distributing a process gas within a
process chamber, comprising:

a delivery conduit having a pattern of apertures

formed therethrough for delivering said process
2S gas to said process chamber, wherem said ap-

ertures are patterned and dimensioned to pro-

vide substantially uniform distribution of said

process gas oyer an upper of a workpiece with-

in said process chamber:
30 a focusmg cottar having a central tube formed

therethrough, said focusing collar adapted to

engage with said delivery conduit, said focus-

ing cellar including a shroud adapted to confine

said process gas to witlSin a close proximity of

X said workpiece. said central tuoe further com-
onsmg slanted sides to minimize a volume
through which said process gas is delivered

said slanted sides having formed therethrough

a channel to receive and support said delivery

^ conduit, and

at least one cover for sealing said central tube
of said focusing collar wherem said process gas
is directed from said delivery conduit to said

workpiece
•5

15. The apparatus of Claim 14, further comprising.

a liner dimensioned for coaxial insertion within

said process chamber and having a shelf dis*
50 posed about a perimeter thereof: and

a lip disposed about a perimeter of said focus-

mg collar said lip resting on said snelf. wherein

said focusing collar is adapted to be positioned

within said process chamber and supported in

55 close proximity to said workpiece

16. The apparatus of Claim 14, wherein said apertured

gas delrvery conduit comprises a tube having a cen-

6
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11 EP0810 630 A2 12

iral aperture defined therethrough

17. Trie aooaratus of Claim 14 wherem said tube «s

maae oi sapphire

5

18. A process lor distributing a process gas withm a

process chamber comprising the steps of

orovidmg a delivery conduit having aperatures

for delivering said process gas to said process '0

patterning and dimensioning said apertures to

provide substantially uniform distribution of

said process gas over a waler within said proc-

ess chamber is

disposing a focusing collar having a central

tube therethrough within said process cham-
ber where said focusmg collar is adapted to en-

gage with said delivery conduit:

covering said central tube of said focusing col- 20

lar. wherein said process gas is directed from

said delivery conduit to said wafer and
oroviaing a shroud to said focusing collar such

that said shroud is within a close proximity to

said wafer to minimize the volume within said 2S

orocess chamber through which said process

gas is delivered
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(54) Low volume gas distribution assembly for a chemical downstream etch tool

(57^ a lew -volume gas distnbut-cn assembly for a

cherr.'c.=< rcwrstream a ten tool includes a focusing col-

lar f 32 posttiC-ec wH.njr. a process chamber (iQ; and

navmc a sepeficing snrcuc (27) in close proximity to a

water chucK An apertured gas delivery conduit (25)

rests on cnanness focmea m slanted s>ces or a central

tuoe :-2i of the focusing collar i32) The apertures (25)

in tne cas oe^very conduit are patterneo ano dimen-

sioned :c provide sucstantially uniform distribution of a

process zas ever "He jpcer surface c? :re workpiece

The cer;;5i -t-ce -s sealed with a cover elate (34) and

tne process cnamder -s covereo witn a chamber lid-(24)
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(54) Plasma reactor

(57) The disclosure relates to a gas injection appa-

ratus for injecting gases into a plasma reactor vacuum
chamber naving a chamber housing (10). a pedestal

holding a workpiece to be processed, means for applying

RF energy into the chamber, the gas injection apparatus

having a gas suppiy containing an etchant species in a

gas. an ocening in the chamber housing, a gas feed line

(15), from the supply to the opening in the chamber hous-

ing, ana gas distribution apparatus near the opening in

the chamber housing, the gas feed apparatus having at

least one slit nozzle (25) facing the interior of the cham-

ber. In a preferred embodiment the gas distribution

apparatus includes a disk member (20a) surrounded by

at least one annular member (35a) with a gap (25) ther-

ebetween comprising the siit nozzle, the disk member
and annular member blocking gas flow through the open-

ing in the chamber housing. Preferably, each of the mem-
bers of the gas distribution apparatus comprises a

material at least nearly impervious to attack from the

etchant species. In one example, each of the members
of the gas distribution apparatus comprises one of

ceramic, quartz, sapphire, poiyimide or anodized alumi-

num and the gas feed line comprises stainless steel.

Preferably, each of the members has its surface polished

prior to assembly of the gas distribution apparatus.
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